
Appendix 2.2B – Station Options

The locations of the station option in central or west of SHD have been studied in both SHD Feasibility Study and SHD Preliminary Design Study.  The existing AEL/TCL lines have shared tracks along most of the
southern perimeter of the site, and start bifurcated to four tracks (two external ones for TCL and two inner for AEL). There are more spaces in the west and an at-grade side platform station there will involve least
trackworks modifications and least works above live tracks, allowing least disruption arising from station works to the operating tracks in the vicinity. The existing AEL/TCL are two key rail lines linking the Lantau and
Urban areas and disruption to their services should be avoided.

Option to provide an at-grade side platform station in central location by extending the TCL tracks at the side of the shared tracks was studied and it has the following issues:

· The platform station under this option where the tracks are being share-used by TCL/AEL, in order to maintain current AEL headway, TCL bifurcation points should be further extended to the east and longer
additional TCL tracks modification would be required.

· The current TCL/AEL tracks is flat at the western location, then start climbing up roughly to the central location before sloping down again. Considering station platform has to be on flat level, extensive site
formation works would need to be conducted in the vicinity of the operating tracks at the central location for Central Station option. The available ground investigation data also indicate that hard rock is likely
located at the location of Central Station and this will induce extra difficulties to the modification works next to the live tracks. The extensive site formation works is also considered to be less environmental
friendly.

· Because of the existing track configuration, the southern side platform will encroach into existing North Lantau Highway (NLH).  Permanent NLH road realignment, extending to the ramp of Tuen Mun Check Lap
Kok Link Road, will be required.  Key issue arising from this realignment is that it will need to cut into the rock hill adjoining to the south NLH and extensive natural terrain improvement works at the affected hill
(The approximate works extent required is shown in Drawing No. NEX1062/K/SHD/ACM/Z10/104 refers). The natural terrain improvement works would involve bored pile of retaining wall and slope works. The
realignment works at affected rock hill area and the potential natural terrain improvement works will encroach into Tai Ho Priority Site and may impact directly on both existing vegetation and natural habitats.
Furthermore, relatively higher construction dust, noise waste and water quality impacts is anticipated from the construction works involved. In view of this, this station option is not preferred from environmental
point of view.

In addition the planned public transport interchange (PTI) will need to be located at the side of the station to facilitate road/rail interchange. The proposed public road connecting to the SHD site is the planned Tai Ho
Interchange, which is located to the west of the site. Minimising the travelling distance between the PTI and Tai Ho Interchange would be favorable from planning perspective.  For the Central Station option, To locate
the station in the central location, the road leading to the PTI from Tai Ho Interchange will have to route through a longer length within the proposed SHD Topside Development than for the Western Station option, as
such Central Station option is less desirable from planning perspective.

Based on the above factors considered, Western Station is recommended.




